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I. INTELLIGENCE HIGHLIGHTS

A. KUJUMP INTEL. NOTHING TO REPORT.

B. WAVE INTEL.

1. UFG 4203 (CABLE) AMPAN-12 REPORTED 20 NOVEMBER ARRIVAL
   METALLURG BAYKOV WITH MILITARY CARGO HABANA. DEPARTED 21 NOV.

2. UFG 4206 (POUCH) AND UFG 4207 (CABLE) CONTAIN AMOR DE-
   BRIEFING 18 YR OLD RAMON VENCESLAO (RAZA) VEGA RE MISSILE INSTA-
   TION AND STORAGE SITE EL CACAHUAL AND SOUTHWEST MARIEL. TOUGH
   ON SURFACE INFO APPEARS HOT, ANALYSIS SHOWS MANY FAULTS AND
   IMPROBABLES. CAC NOW HAS RAZA, COPY AMOR REPORT BEING MADE AVAIL-
   ABE CAC.

C. KOLA AND KUTUBE/D. NOTHING TO REPORT.

D. PRESS AND RADIO

VFAB 5 DEC 63 SAID PUBLIC DISORDER TOOK PLACE IN CERRO
   STADIUM HAVANA DURING BASEBALL GAME WHEN CROWD MISSED COMMUNISTS
   CARRYING PRO-CASTRO BANNER ONTO FIELD. INCIDENT DATE NOT GIVEN.
II. OPERATIONAL DEVELOPMENTS

A. FI

1. VT MESSAGE SENT ANWARM-1, INSTRUCTING HIM RETRIEVE
   VT SET WHICH CACHED BY ANVEE-1.

2. ANVEE-1 ARRIVED MEXI AND DUE MIAMI 7 DEC.

B. CI

1. SEE WAVE 8572 RE AMTABBY-16 LETTER TO PRES JOHNSON RE
   FATE AMTABBY-15/23.

2. SEE WAVE 8574 RE C'ERGUE INTEREST HECTOR DUARTE.

C. PU

   CARLING SUMMARY WAVE PSYCH EXPLOITATION VENEZUELAN ARMS CACHE.

D. PH

1. AMTABBY-16 INJURY PREVENTS HIS USE IN DEC. ATTEMPTING
   REORG OP ANHICK-V WITHOUT HIM.

2. AMBANTY MSG 67 CONFIRMS DATES FOR OP COBRA XI AND REPORTS
   RECEPTION TEAM WILL USE PREVIOUSLY HIDDEN BOAT TO RECEIVE CARGO.

3. COBRA XIV AND AND BEACH AGENT PERSONNEL LOADED ABOARD
   LEDA NIGHT 9 DEC. TEAMS COMPARTMENTED.

E. IS. NOTHING TO REPORT.

III. LIAISON DEVELOPMENTS

   REUTERMAN CONFERRED WITH REAR ADMIRAL KIRN, COMMNAVKEYWEST.

   ON 6 DEC REGRADING IMPLEMENTATION ASPECTS RELATED TO RULES OF
   ENGAGEMENT AND DISCUSSED HOW THESE RULES CAN BE INTERPRETED TO
   AFFORD JMWAVE MARITIME ASSETS AIR COVER IF AND WHEN THEY ARE
   ATTACKED BY CUBAN AIR OR SURFACE UNITS. CABLE FOLLOWS.

IV. ADMIN AND SUPPORT

A. TRAINING
AMFIRE-2 AND AMSTASH-2 COMPLETED CLANDESTINE MARITIME OP

TRAINING 6 DEC.
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